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This thesis presents a cross-national comparison of Charles Dickens’s television adaptations produced across Western Europe (specifically by national broadcasters in France, Italy and Spain) with particular reference to the Public Service Broadcasting era. This was an important period for the development of European television and the reaffirmation of values linked to national identity after the events of World War Two. The thesis suggests that television adaptations contributed to the consolidation of forms of national identity in Western Europe, with each country applying its own version of the Public Service Broadcasting ethos. By focusing on the years 1962-1970 - when European TV networks produced many transpositions inspired by Charles Dickens’s writings - this work discusses how these adaptations contributed to the establishment of certain forms of national identity in the countries chosen for analysis. By doing do, it also aims to reinforce the importance of cross-national comparisons of European television histories, while arguing the necessity of expanding those analyses to use specific genres and broadcasts (in this case, adaptations) to illustrate the development of national broadcasters throughout the monopoly era.
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ABC American Broadcasting Company.
BBC British Broadcasting Corporation.
BNE Biblioteca Nacional Española, or Spanish National Library.
BNF Bibliothèque Nationale de France, or National Library of France.
BNR Biblioteca Nazionale di Roma, or Italian National Library of Rome.
CSC Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia, or School of Experimental Cinema (Rome).
DC Democrazia Cristiana, or Italian Christian Democratic Party.
INA Institut National de l’Audiovisuel, French National Archive of Audiovisual Materials.
ITV Independent Television.
NBC National Broadcasting Company.
NLW National Library of Wales.
n.p. no page number available (newspaper or magazine articles).
ORTF Office de Radiodiffusion Télévision Française (1964-1974), or Radio and Television Broadcasting Company of France.
PCI Partito Comunista Italiano, or Italian Communist Party.
PSI Partito Socialista Italiano, or Italian Socialist Party.
PSB Public Service Broadcasting.
RAI Radio Televisione Italiana, or Italian Radio and Television Broadcasting Company.
RCA Radio Corporation of America.
RTF Radiodiffusion Télévision Française (1949-1964), or Radio and Television Broadcasting Company of France.
RTVE Radio Televisión Española, or Radio and Television Broadcasting Company of Spain.
TF1 Télévision Française 1, or French Television 1.
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